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Abstract

datacenters. The key challenge here is distributed access
to storage: while Arrakis [38], for example, provides safe
user-space access to local storage devices, it is less clear
how to build the kind of distributed storage system common in datacenters without compromising this principle.
Our high-level goal is to build a high-performance
scalable distributed file system that can integrate multiple storage technologies under one umbrella and derive
the full benefits of control/dataplane separation.
We make two contributions in this paper. At the
data access level, we envision extending the facilities of
RDMA to block devices (e.g., SSDs). This in practice
requires changes to disk controllers so they can respond
directly to network requests (and verify appropriate authorization credentials in doing so), and we outline a potential minimal hardware facility to do this. A more traditional, if slower, data-path can be implemented using
main memory as a cache and invoking the local operating system for misses. We will discuss both options.
Above this, a caching layer is required that can maintain consistency without incurring undue software overheads when data chunks are read and written, and we
present a preliminary design inspired by processor cache
coherence and classical distributed system protocols. A
related challenge is to manage appropriate metadata for a
distributed parallel storage system without this aspect of
the system becoming the bottleneck. An open question is
whether the solutions adopted in current distributed file
systems suffice for a fully dataplane-based approach, or
whether a different scheme is required.

Sub-microsecond network and memory latencies require
fast user-level access to local and remote storage. While
user-level access to local storage has been demonstrated
recently, it does currently not extend to serverless parallel systems in datacenter environments. We propose
direct user-level access to remote storage in a distributed
setting, unifying fast data access and high-performance
remote memory access programming. We discuss a minimal hardware extension of the IOMMU to enable direct remote storage access. In order to maintain optimal
performance in the system, we use epoch-based accesses
to allow fine-tuning of atomicity, consistency, isolation,
and durability semantics. We also address the problem of
user-managed coherent caching. Finally, we briefly discuss the design of DiDAFS, a Distributed Direct Access
File System that enables efficient data analytics use-cases
such as buffered producer-consumer synchronization and
key-value stores as well as deeper integration of storage
into high performance computing applications.
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Introduction

While both datacenter networks and storage devices in
the form of both solid-state disks and persistent main
memory are increasing in performance, single-core computing speed has essentially stalled. This means that software is increasingly the bottleneck for many I/O-bound
tasks. In response to these hardware trends, recent proposals have revived the idea of separating the data and
control planes and allowing applications to directly access hardware for network and storage I/O [3, 13, 38].
Such software-defined I/O (SDIO) designs promise superior local I/O performance, scalability, and consistency
management by removing OS mediation from the data
path, which can also benefit storage devices such as solid
state drives (SSD) [1] or high-capacity shingled write
disks [4] by reducing CPU overheads.
In this paper, we propose extending SDIO to distributed memory systems from rack-scale up to complete
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Challenges and Opportunities

In the rest of this paper, we discuss the challenges of exploiting direct hardware access and SDIO in a distributed
file system, and our early work designing such a system.
Our focus is on parallel or distributed jobs that consist of multiple processes cooperating to solve a task; we
show a simplified usage scenario in Figure 1. Here, three
jobs (A − C) execute, with A and C using two nodes in
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We note that many independent, distributed applications will run concurrently in the datacenter as a whole.
These applications have no requirement to share data
among them, and it is therefore desirable to scope mechanisms for cache coherence or other synchronization to a
single application rather than system-wide. At the same
time, there will be cases where data may also need to be
shared across jobs, serially (only one job at a time accesses a file) or concurrently (multiple jobs access a file
at the same time). Any scoping mechanism, as well as
access control system, must thus support its consistency
model across jobs.
We also observe that our distributed applications
are coordinating already, either via their programming
model (in the case of parallel programs) or via coordination between tasks in workflows. This coordination
provides natural points for managing consistency, and at
a low level in the storage stack, this motivates a choice of
explicit consistency operations and consistency scoping.
Many of the challenges we face are not radically new,
but take on new characteristics when coupled with SDIO
and RDMA. User-level file systems have existed since
the Network-Attached Secure Disks (NASD) [25] and
SHRIMP [10] projects, and have recently been revived in
Aerie [44]. The Aerie architecture allows user-level file
system development by exposing a mechanism for processes to directly access and share storage class memory
(SCM) resources on a single node via mapping SCM allocations into processes’ address spaces. In this work we
build on these to design a user-level distributed file system. In addition to providing low-level remote SDIO, a
challenge we address in the next section, the use of such
direct hardware access has design implications for other
essential components of a distributed file system and has
caused us to rethink several traditional functions. For example, we need to be able to synchronize data and metadata operations in an environment where locks might be
prohibitively expensive. This is closely related to the
problem of caching, inherent in any distributed storage
system, and we address these issues in Section 4.
We note also that individual processes, or entire jobs,
may fail at any time. A storage system should provide
durability of data (under the control of the user), and
therefore be recoverable to a consistent state.

Figure 1: System overview with three jobs (A-C) on
five machines and various shared (e.g., AB3) and private
(e.g., A1) allocations in volatile and persistent storage.
the compute system and job B just one. Jobs consist of
one or more processes, each with a local virtual address
space containing a set of threads.
These types of jobs exhibit complex data sharing
patterns that create a challenging environment for distributed storage systems generally, but their properties
also create opportunities that are not well exploited by
existing distributed storage solutions. We target a number of storage models and applications; we give two examples here.
Firstly, in advanced parallel programming schemes,
remote memory is often exposed for direct access [18,26]
by creating a partitioned global address space across
multiple processes. New high-performance languages [8,
20] allow programmers to develop application-specific
memory management schemes to allow algorithms to exploit locality in these cases. These advanced parallel programming models already explicitly manage data regions
and exploit remote memory access mechanisms, creating
an opportunity to extend these models to further exploit
SDIO-based distributed storage.
Secondly, distributed data-analytics processing
pipelines need to share data efficiently between programs, regardless of the technology on which the
data is stored. For example DataPath [6], Naiad [35],
Spark [51], and MillWheel [2] all establish fast data
pipelines with buffered producer/consumer access. An
SDIO-based distributed storage system has the potential
to bring the performance of RDMA to these applications.
In both these use-cases, explicit data placement and
cache management provides the control needed to colocate computation and data where possible [20].
Accordingly, inspired by Exokernels [22], we argue
that using a client-side library to manage metadata operations and distributed coordination without kernel mediation has the additional advantage of allowing such
policies to be implemented in the application. However,
managing caching and consistency in an SDIO-based
distributed system, at large scale, is a complex problem
which, to date, is not well-understood.
For that reason, we must look for opportunities to simplify the problem. One opportunity lies in recognizing
that not all processes need to coordinate.
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Remote direct storage access

We now discuss the basic low-level facilities needed to
extend user storage device access to the distributed case.
While direct network access has a nearly 30-year
history [5, 11, 41, 45], direct storage access has received less attention, in part due to the storage itself
being slow. This has all changed with the advent of
SSDs, and direct access will become a necessity for
fast byte-addressable persistent storage class memories
2

(SCM) [21] such as phase-change memories [49], spintransfer torque RAM [14], or flash-backed DRAM.
Bailey et al. [7] discuss the general influence of these
storage technologies on operating systems. In particular, a traditional OS-based file system quickly becomes
a bottleneck [12, 13], and direct access to both the data
as well as the metadata is required. Our aim is to provide a high-performance object store [36,48], integrating
storage in memory and on persistent devices across a fast
network, over which a variety of storage applications can
be efficiently implemented.

in main memory for remote access (cf. [9]). IOMMUs
today already maintain an event log of failed accesses
in main memory [28, §7.3] so such an extension seems
plausible. If the log overflows, the IOMMU could drop
the request and propagate an exception to the sender via
the NIC’s RDMA protocol. It could also exert backpressure through the network (with associated head-ofline blocking) for reliable transports.
In a software solution, the OS would monitor the failed
access log of the IOMMU and fetch and map the pages
that were not resident when accessed remotely. The
source of the access could either retry the operation upon
failure or use a “ready-for-access” notification protocol.
We discuss in Section 4 weakly consistent access semantics that facilitate such implementations.
Both these mechanisms imply using main memory on
the storage device’s node as a cache, but still remove software involvement on the fast path when accessing remote
storage. As it happens, this integrates well with a more
general caching model we discuss in Section 4. However, a significant drawback of the software approach is
that workloads with no locality will still involve the OS
on every data access, whereas the hardware-based proposal does not.
This approach to direct remote access contrasts with
the Direct Access File System (DAFS [16]), which extends the Network File System Version 4 protocol to allow direct RDMA access. DAFS enables a user-level file
system client typically running as a library above the operating system. However, RDMA operations are generally initiated at the server-side and metadata operations
are handled through standard RPC mechanisms. Thus,
the expected speedup for frequent small-file accesses is
limited [34]. The optimistic direct access file system proposes direct user-level access to a DAFS server [33]. We
want to support high-speed user-level metadata access as
well as scalable concurrent access. Trivedi et al. [43]
propose using high-performance networking abstractions
for storage access but do not consider caching, persistence, file systems, or shared access consistency.
Since remote storage transfers go through main memory on the server, the MMU and IOMMU on this node
can provide a basic protection mechanism. The control plane (OS) at the device-owning node configures the
mappings and protection bits to expose the allocation to
both the NIC and local applications, and can implement
inside it similarly to how Aerie manages control plane
operations via the OS.

Allocations: When discussing our design, we use the
term allocation to refer to an area in main memory or
on a storage device which can be used to store data,
and which is accessed by jobs as an object with a contiguous address space. Block translations and free-space
management on each device are either implemented by
the operating system using standard techniques such as
buddy allocation, or by the hardware offering a virtualized interface [15, 29, 30].
Allocation operations such as open or create can
be either performed by a centralized control plane or in
a distributed manner using capabilities and delegation.
Once an allocation is created, it can be linked to an object in a global name space (e.g., a kernel-level parallel
file system [31, 39, 40]) for sharing and access control.
Basic read and write access: Allocations in node-local
main memory can be accessed using MMU mappings,
while allocations on local storage devices can use existing SDIO features through the MMU as in Aerie [44].
Remote access to allocations poses more of a challenge, and distinguishes our work from prior systems.
Allocations in remote SCM or main memory can use
existing RDMA features. Since RDMA allows access
to remote user virtual memory, and the RDMA NIC’s
IOMMU operates on physical memory, we require the
IOMMU and destination address space to synchronize
mappings for each allocation. For example, the OS can
manage an RDMA endpoint per allocation.
Today, RDMA NICs such as InfiniBand use static
translation tables (STL) that are initialized by the operating system, and accesses causing translation misses are
discarded. Both STLs and IOMMU page tables are set
up by the OS (acting as a control plane). At the node
hosting the in-memory allocation, this scheme can also
support lazy setup of the tables if misses can be handled
dynamically by the OS [47].
Remote allocations on disks or SSDs cannot be directly accessed through RDMA to main memory, and so
a clean dataplane requires either an extension to current
hardware or a software solution.
One option is to extend the IOMMU to log accesses,
perform direct device I/O using DMA, and cache blocks

Usage: By way of summary, we will now briefly explain
how a process could create an allocation, a file in it, write
data into the file, and share it with another process.
Assume a process in job A (Figure 1) wants to create
allocation AB1 (1 MiB) in its local DRAM. For this, it
could request an allocation of size 1 MiB from its local
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Consistency and coherence: Any distributed caching
strategy raises the question of maintaining some form
of consistency and coherence. Parallel caching strategies are discussed in the context of Panache, a clustered file system cache [19]. In our case, the design
space of consistency mechanisms is constrained by the
need to support direct access to remote storage, bypassing system (and user) software on the storage node itself:
RDMA makes it difficult to implement strongly consistent atomic accesses and still achieve high performance.
Instead, we propose a weak consistency model known
from multiprocessor systems [17, 24] and remote memory access programming languages [18, 26], extended
with light-weight transactions implemented in user
caches, similar to transactional memory [27]. The ideal
memory model for RMA caching is not yet clear, but we
hope to gain insight into this question in the course of
our implementation.
Our main concepts are epochs that are separated by
explicit synchronization fence operations. We distinguish different epoch types: shared, exclusive, persistent, and optimistic. The different types provide different
guarantees of the state of the storage after the epoch is
ended, and correspond with the concept of isolation levels in transaction processing systems. Modified data is
generally not valid during an epoch.
Shared epochs provide only consistency across epoch
boundaries. Exclusive epochs guarantee consistency as
well as atomicity. The atomicity is guaranteed by the system, which can use either buffering or locking to provide
this guarantee. Persistent epochs provide durability, i.e.
data is both consistent for all potential readers and also
committed to persistent storage (in case the accessed allocation is cached in non-persistent storage). Optimistic
epochs provide isolation, similar to transactional memory, and can thus fail to commit if conflicts occurred.
Epoch types can be freely combined, for example, exclusive persistent epochs. These combinations cover the
whole spectrum from unprotected Rio Vista-style transactions [32] to fully isolated ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) transactions, in a similar way
to the Salt system for databases [50].
We expect an allocation to be opened multiple times
with different epoch styles. Metadata can also be stored
in the allocation, and its consistency is managed similarly – indeed, different epoch modes support the required stronger consistency semantics for metadata.

control plane (OS). The OS would identify free pages
and install a mapping into the address space of all processes local to the allocating process. It would expose
this allocation to processes of job A (and other jobs)
on remote nodes by opening an RDMA communication
endpoint (e.g., a queue pair) for direct access and installing translation tables on the NIC and the IOMMU.
The RDMA connection information could be communicated through capabilities, or it can be stored in the
global namespace. Allocations on remote devices can be
performed similarly through RPCs to the remote OS.
Remote nodes connect and access the allocation directly via RDMA, for example, through a file system that
manages file metadata in the allocation. File system operations are now performed through user-level file system calls operating directly on the remote memory.
Overall, the scheme we have outlined provides a foundation of read/write functionality on which to build a
complete distributed storage system. We now go on to
describe how allocations can be chained to provide the
important function of caching.
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Caching and Consistency

Having established the basic mechanisms for distributing dataplane storage, we now turn our attention to how
flexible caching, consistency, and metadata management
can be efficiently performed above this layer.
Some form of caching is intrinsic in any distributed
storage system. Retrieving data from a remote node inherently caches it locally, and in the previous section we
combine caching with RDMA to enable direct remote access to disks and SSDs.
However, given the importance of performance under
a variety of different workloads, and the use of library
implementations of storage functionality implied by the
dataplane approach rather than OS services, we argue for
maximal policy freedom in caching decisions.
We are exploring the idea of closely coupling caching
with the concept of allocations: a user can allocate space
on a device and link the resulting allocation as a (usermanaged) cache for another allocation. A caching allocation typically resides in a faster (e.g., local) device than
the origin and may be smaller.
Software caching can be offered by the user file system library, similar to explicit local memory caching in
RMA programming [52], and prefetching and replacement policies can be specialized for a specific application while avoiding the problems of double caching [42]
(i.e., when both the OS and a user-level service cache the
same data).
Hardware caching could be performed by an extended IOMMU using user-specified cache allocations
and generic replacement strategies such as LRU.

Implementing epochs: We propose implementing access management in the user file system library, using
RDMA-based distributed algorithms [23]1 to coordinate
all processes that have an allocation open. The MPI
1 RMA

algorithms for distributed memory are conceptually similar
to shared memory but support the weaker RMA consistency models.
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Allocations in DiDAFS can contain user-level file systems that are accessed through a library offering a file
system interface. Once an allocation is opened, a userlevel file system implemented purely through data-plane
calls (RDMA) can be used.
For example, an application can use a set of POSIXcompatible access and metadata functions (e.g., read or
stat). A POSIX-like file system would use exclusive
persistent epochs for each function.
However, the real power of the approach is realized
with application-specific naming schemes. For example,
an eventually consistent key/value store can be implemented on top of DiDAFS without additional overheads
and further optimized by using shared epochs for read
accesses and buffering writes for separate exclusive or
optimistic epochs (depending on the expected conflicts).
Sharing can efficiently be implemented at the allocation level. For example, shared buffers can be implemented in fast memory and exposed for direct access.
Epoch semantics can then be tuned to the application (for
example, persistent epochs can be used to aid recovery
from crash faults).
Since naming and placement is determined by the application, a user library can choose the best location for
each data item. This allows full freedom for local, remote, and job-collective data management. It is thus possible to implement advanced high-performance parallel
data access functions such as MPI-IO [26] with DiDAFS.
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Figure 2: DiDAFS overview of a process in job B with
allocations B1, BC1, B2, AB4.
remote memory access model [26], which employs an
epoch mechanism for managing consistency and coherence of remotely accessed memory regions in parallel
programs, provides a basis for the approach.
Ensuring consistency, isolation, and durability is ideally a data plane operation and directly supported by the
storage device (e.g., RDMA remote completion operations or x86 mfence). However, not all devices support
all synchronizations in hardware. For example, ending
a persistent epoch with an allocation on an SSD or hard
drive requires OS involvement to access the block device.
If OS assistance is necessary, the file system library can
contact the target OS using RPC after all accesses are
committed to the volatile RDMA-accessible cache.
Crash recovery and integrity: As applications can exit
in any state, metadata operations need to be managed
carefully. One option is to only use transactional (optimistic, exclusive, and persistent) epochs for metadata
updates. Another is to use journaling in user-space, but
overheads must be kept in check at large scale [37].
A user-level file system must ensure that exclusive
epochs that use locking cannot cause deadlocks if processes disappear. This can be done using generational
locks (requiring additional coordination by the OS during allocation open) or lock timeouts. The impact of misbehaving clients (e.g., memory corruptions due to a bug)
can be limited using memory protection mechanisms but
cannot be avoided in general.
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Conclusion

DiDAFS’ direct local and remote storage access allows
a unified view of high-performance remote memory and
high-performance parallel storage, simplifying and accelerating many data-analytics and high performance
computing applications. Implementing DiDAFS poses
a series of interesting challenges and opportunities for
further research, which we can only touch on here:
1. Application-specific cache size, replacement, and
prefetch policies. How can the application provide
hints to the file system library? How efficient would
caching of metadata (not in the block cache) be?
2. Could static analysis be used to derive good
prefetch or replacement policies from source codes?
Could the file system library be inlined by the compiler and optimized for direct accesses?
3. How can deduplication and copy on write semantics
as implemented in Parallax [46] be added in userspace in distributed settings? How would one provide distributed file version histories in DiDAFS?

Current work

We are using ideas in the previous sections to design and
build DiDAFS, a Distributed Direct Access File System.
DiDAFS performs remote control plane operations such
as open or close of allocations using light-weight RPC
mechanisms, but also offers collective interfaces for allocation operations to scale jobs to thousands of processes
by reducing offset translation storage [23].
Figure 2 shows an overview of a process in job B in
DiDAFS. Solid lines illustrate data plane accesses, and
dashed lines illustrate the control plane. The shaded area
visualizes the process’ address space that can be accessed

Nevertheless, we feel that DiDAFS is a useful step in
extending the separation of control and data planes to a
high-performance distributed system.
We thank Marc Snir and Pete Beckman from ANL for inspiring
discussions about the problem definition related to the Argo OS.
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